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(HomoB,HomoP) LimFlex (56/50)
CD: 10 (47)  BW: 3.0 (57)  WW: 79 (51)  YW: 135 (51)
MA: 18 (43)  CM: 4 (26)  SC: 0.7 (28)  DC: 12 (.35)
CW: 52 (47)  RE: .69 (43)  YG: -.20 (34)  MB: .13 (39)  $MI: 61
MAGS Everest has been in syndication and this outstanding son of the performance giant Zodiac 
has the length of body and extension of frame that should sire cattle that grow and perform. 
Everest is loaded with convenience traits, Homozygous Black, Homozygous Polled, with lots 
of performance and a side order of style. If you need to move your program up the mountain, 
consider Everest.

(HomoB,P) LimFlex (56/50)
CD: 10 (46)  BW: 2.7 (56)  WW: 71 (47)  YW: 115 (48)
MA: 20 (38)  CM: 7 (21)  SC: 1.2 (27)  DC: 11 (33)
CW: 37 (43)  RE: .82 (42)  YG: -.32 (34)  MB: .09 (39)  $MI: 58
MAGS Summit stomped out of the Yards in 2018 and was selected Champion bull in the Hill show 
at Denver, and hasn’t looked back! He continues to show the tremendous style and balance that 
made him a champion. Combining Xyloid and Rodemaster, Summit is now on the open market 
and should be the perfect solution if you want cattle that grow and look good. We feel he could 
be just the ticket on Excessive Force cattle, think about climbing onboard.

(B,HomoP) Percentage (81/71)
CD: 17 (40)  BW: -0.6 (49)  WW: 74 (46)  YW: 118 (47)
MA: 19 (38)  CM: 10 (19)  SC: 0.5 (20)  DC: 13 (32)
CW: 9 (43)  RE: .95 (41)  YG: -.49 (33)  MB: -.08 (38)  $MI: 54
COLE Fortune was a favorite at Coleman’s his whole life and on sale day became the 2019 top 
seller. Fortune combines extreme calving-ease with a maternal pedigree and puts a 68-lb. BW to 
match his 1,396-lb. YW. HOMO Polled, Fortune gives you convenience traits and performance in 
a high percentage package. Semen Available NOW. This bull will work in any program, consider 
him and make your Fortune.

(HomoB,HomoP) Lim-Flex (50/44)
CD: 10 (38)  BW: 1.0 (44)  WW: 58 (43)  YW: 83 (43)
MA: 14 (39)  CM: 8 (20)  SC: 0.9 (.03)  DC: 13 (38)
CW: 19 (44)  RE: .82 (43)  YG: -.32 (35)  MB: .06 (37)  $MI: 52
SSTO Fury brings a whole different pedigree to the Lim-Flex ballgame. Out of the tremendous 
donor Riverstone Charmed and sired by Colburn Primo, Fury has the side profile and flash that 
made his sire famous, combined with the Limousin breed character that sets Riverstone Charmed 
apart. Thick made and stylish, Fury should be a slam dunk on Aviators, Creeds and Cables. If you 
desire a royal pedigree for the tanbark, bring out the Fury.
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